Move fast, even in big codebases
We’re living in the world of Big Code: massive and ever-growing codebases and repositories, multiple
languages and file formats, and a wide variety of developer tools. With this increased complexity,
it’s no wonder that software development organizations struggle to deliver secure, high-quality
software on time.

Big Code pains*

Sourcegraph is the only enterprise
product that solves Big Code problems

75%

You need to...

You can with Sourcegraph!

of engineering managers say
their teams avoid updating
code because of fear of
breaking dependencies.

Onboard
everyone faster

Facilitate faster learning of new and
unfamiliar code—for both new hires and current
teammates—with enhanced code intelligence
and shareable links to specific code.

Boost developer
productivity

Improve productivity by enabling developers to
stay in flow and find answers quickly.

Find security
problems in
hours, not days

Identify incident root causes with confidence,
improve production stability, and reduce the
time to recovery.

Catch more bugs
with better code
reviews

Combine code intelligence with live data pulled
from external services so code reviews are
fast and thorough.

Automatically
fix things
quickly and
safely

Run campaigns to rapidly and securely remove
legacy code, fix critical security issues, pay
down tech debt, and make large-scale code
changes and refactors across the entire
codebase.

92%
of developers say there’s
more pressure to release
code faster.

99%
of developers say they
would benefit from
additional capabilities for
searching code.

* Dimensional Research, Aug. 2020

Engineering teams at the world’s most innovative companies use Sourcegraph’s
universal code search to find, understand, and fix code in large codebases.

“Sourcegraph empowers developers
at Yelp to ship code faster and more
reliably than ever before.”
Kevin Chen | Software Engineer

“Seriously, Sourcegraph is the best
tool we’ve invested in. It’s made
me insanely more productive and
efficient at writing code here.”
Lyft Engineering Manager

“Sourcegraph is a must use
tool when navigating unfamiliar
codebases. Can’t believe I once used
GitHub’s code navigation to do this.”
Veeral Patel | Software Engineer

“Saved searches allow us to constantly
monitor code that manages personal
data, organization wide, before changes
land in production.”
Simon Law | Software Engineer

Big Code requires powerful developer tools. Move fast with Sourcegraph.
Questions? Want a demo? Reach us at hi@sourcegraph.com.
Learn more, or try us today, at sourcegraph.com.
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